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Abstract: The objective of this work is to present the results of an investigation on the technological,
pedagogical and content knowledge evidenced by mathematics teachers in the second-level of initial training (preservice) at the Universidad Nacional, from the TPACK model perspective, on the
subject of functions. The research has a qualitative approach with an interpretive hermeneutical
stance. A sample of 27 teachers in training who were enrolled in courses related to the three base
domains of the TPACK model (pedagogical, technological and content of quadratic function) during
the first semester (I cycle) of 2020 was used. A theoretical inquiry was carried out that allowed the
creation of an instrument that made possible the description of the participants’ knowledge based
on this model focused on the topic of quadratic function. The results show that participants possess
instrumental dominance over the basic forms of knowledge underlying the model. It is concluded
that, although participants have already experimented in courses related to these forms of
knowledge, there is insufficient evidence to ascertain that their current knowledge would allow
them to integrate technologies as a didactic resource within the teaching of the subject of quadratic
function.
Keywords: Functions; Knowledge Organization Systems; Mathematics Education; Teacher Training; TPACK

1. Introduction
The use of technology is present in various areas of human endeavor and the educational process is no exception. Researchers such as [1,2] affirm that the use of technologies
can be a great ally, however it is vital to understand that by itself it does not achieve a
significant change. Consequently, multiple investigations have been conducted focused
on studying the integration of technological tools in the mathematics class.
The core point of the teaching process is to understand that the content (in this case,
mathematics) and its pedagogy are inseparable, and teachers must possess specialized
knowledge that transcends these two areas of knowledge [3,4]. In the case of Mathematics
Education, the teacher must not only know mathematics and pedagogy, but also how to
teach this discipline.
Furthermore, the implementation of Information and Communication Technologies
(ICTs) within mathematics classes must be intelligent, relevant and pertinent. Therefore,
investigating the possible technological integration carried out by teachers during their
training is of the utmost importance, since it is based on the premise that, even when a
teacher possesses extensive knowledge in technologies, this does not empower him/her to
achieve a correct integration of ICTs within teaching spaces.
Along the same lines, McBroom [5] states that teachers tend to teach in the same
manner they were instructed. If this statement is correct, an early introduction of methodological strategies that involves the use of technology with teachers in initial training preservice teachers should be attempted, as this can have an impact on their use during their
teaching practices.
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Thus, for us it is relevant to analyze whether the training provided to mathematics
teachers at the Universidad Nacional (UNA) in Costa Rica is generating the capacities in
preservice mathematics teachers for the efficient integration of technology in the teaching
and learning process, and in particular, it is of interest to know what happens in the early
stages of this training.
Derived from the literature that has been reviewed for the present study on initial
teacher training, it was decided to use the Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge
(TPACK) model and relate it with the subject of teaching functions. Functions are used in
various areas of mathematics and allow the modeling, quantification or description of
natural phenomena or daily activities [6]. It is necessary for the mathematics teacher to
know about the subject and, when the context permits, be able to relate the elements of a
specific context (situation) with a possible function beyond mathematical content as such.
In this way, the interest arises to carry out a study to determine what are the technological, pedagogical and content forms of knowledge exhibited by mathematics teachers
in initial training at the Universidad Nacional regarding tasks in the area of mathematics
on the subject of quadratic function based on the study of the TPACK model. To achieve
this, the following objectives are established 1) investigate the technological, pedagogical
and content knowledge evidenced by mathematics teachers in initial training, when solving a mathematical task in the subject of quadratic function, 2) design or adapt a mathematical task in the subject of quadratic function that integrates technological, pedagogical
and content knowledge, using the TPACK model and 3) describe the technological, pedagogical and content knowledge of the subject of quadratic function possessed by mathematics teachers in initial training, within the framework of the TPACK model.

2. Theoretical framework
Over the years, the teaching of mathematics has been seen as the transmission of
mathematical knowledge as an organized body [7], however, teacher training has been
focused in various ways in order to meet the demands presented by society at a given
historical moment.
Various authors such as [4, 7] point out that it is essential for teachers to possess the
capacity to mediate in the classroom and for them not to have as the mere objective the
simple transmission of knowledge. Faced with the interpretation of what an adequate mediation represents, various trends have emerged in teacher training that, with scientific
foundation, direct teacher instruction practices, with the objective of explaining and improving the reality of education [8]. In the case of mathematics, [9] affirms that the trend
towards the presentation of contextualized mathematics has been incorporated with the
aim of “presenting a situation of extra mathematical context that is understood by the
student as a particular case of a mathematical object” (p. 26); thus, it is essential that in
teacher training the skills necessary to approach mathematics from a contextualized perspective be developed. [10] affirm that it is necessary for mathematics teachers to be able
to analyze the teaching and learning processes, and add that it is necessary to train teachers to make an adequate selection of didactic knowledge to improve the design, implementation and evaluation of teaching practice.
2.1. Identification of technological, pedagogical and content knowledge in teacher training.
There are different systems that allow organizing mathematical knowledge for teaching; the Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK) model proposed by [11]
in 2006, emerged as a theoretical foundation for research in the area of educational technology. The model describes the forms of knowledge that teachers must possess to effectively integrate technological tools in the teaching process (references to other models can
be found in [12]).
This archetype is based on the theoretical foundations on pedagogical knowledge of
[3,4] and with the incorporation of technologies in education the idea arises that
knowledge about pedagogy, content and technology are linked to each other. From this
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approach, technological knowledge is a fundamental knowledge of the teacher and
should not be understood as something separate from pedagogical and content
knowledge [11].
The model considers pedagogical knowledge (PK), content knowledge (CK) and
technological knowledge (TK) as bases or principal domains, but also considers the relationships or interactions that exist among them; according to [11], “our model of technology integration in teaching and learning argues that developing good content requires a
thoughtful interweaving of the three key sources of knowledge: technology, pedagogy
and content” (p. 1029). These relationships give origin to technological pedagogical
knowledge (TPK), pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) and technological content
knowledge (TCK), from which technological pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK) is
finally obtained. These domains are described below.
2.1.1. Content Knowledge (CK): This is the knowledge that must be had on the subjects, concepts and theories. It includes: understanding the subject, knowing different explanations for a given subject and providing the ideas that evidence proof of knowledge
[11].
2.1.2. Pedagogical knowledge (PK): This is the knowledge related to the necessary
processes and practices for adequate teaching and learning. It refers to classroom management, class planning, and learning evaluation. It contemplates understanding how students learn and develop desired skills [11].
2.1.3. Technological knowledge (TK): This knowledge refers to the skills to operate
technologies in the teaching process, from the most common to more advanced digital
technologies [11].
2.1.4. Technological-pedagogical knowledge (TPK): This knowledge arises when carrying out pedagogical activities using technological tools. It includes knowing how teaching can change due to the use of technology, it also involves knowing a variety of technological tools that can help develop a certain topic and knowing how to choose the appropriate tool to mediate it. In addition, it includes knowing methodological strategies to be
able to address content through the use of technology [11].
2.1.5. Pedagogical content knowledge (PCK): According to [11], “PCK deals with the
representation and formulation of concepts, pedagogical techniques, knowledge of what
makes concepts difficult or easy to learn, knowledge of students’ prior knowledge, and
theories of epistemology” (p. 1027). Thus, a teacher with a developed PCK and who comprehends the characteristics of his students knows how to use activities in each subject
content to help them learn. This knowledge makes it possible to identify the errors that
students usually present in each topic and how to correct them. This knowledge agrees
with PCK of [3,4].
2.1.6. Technological content knowledge (TCK): According to [11], this knowledge is
what allows the use of technology to represent content and encompasses knowing how to
use technology in a way that improves understanding of the matter, and also favors and
facilitates the different representations of the content.
2.1.7. Technological pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK): For [11], TPACK
knowledge is a form of knowledge that arises from all the previous relationships and that,
as a unit, possesses a greater scope than the any of the three individual basic forms of
knowledge. The authors affirm that TPACK includes knowing “… pedagogical techniques that use technologies in constructive ways to teach content; knowledge of what
makes concepts difficult or easy to learn and how technology can help redress some of the
problems that students face” ([11], p. 1029); the authors add that this subdomain involves
knowing how technologies can be used in constructivist teaching methods.
Any change that occurs in one of the domains or subdomains of the model must be
leveled by a change in the rest, because all the elements of the model are in a dynamic
equilibrium of essential tension ([11]) (See figure 1). For this reason, [13] warn that “an
isolated visualization of any of the domains represents a real detriment to good teaching”
(p. 9).
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Figure 1. TPACK framework and its knowledge components his is a figure. From [11]

The introduction of this model requires including spaces in the training process in
which future teachers are made aware of the importance of appropriation of technological
resources and where, through different work methodologies, routes other than the traditional ones can be explored.
The TPACK model is a tool that has the ability to impact class methodology through
the knowledge that teachers possess and the perception of the subject. However, technology does not solve all learning problems, and proper timing and purpose for its inclusion in class activities should be analyzed [14]. From this stance, to integrate ICTs in mathematics classes, pedagogical and disciplinary practices must be reorganized to guarantee
interaction and integration of the three forms of knowledge.
Studies carried out using the TPACK model confirm that using ICTs in teaching is
not a mechanical process; for example, research such as the one carried out by [15] assure
that mathematics teachers have difficulties using GeoGebra within the TPACK frame, furthermore, [13] states that students perceive these difficulties and question the competencies of their teachers in the use of different types of technologies.
Despite these difficulties, some investigations have determined that participants perceive a great difference between teaching with and without technologies [16]. With the
help of GeoGebra software, students are able to understand abstract concepts, as they are
provided with a visual idea of what is studied [15].
On the other hand, measuring TPACK has been a complicated process to engage in;
Koehler, Shin and Mishra, from a literature review, determined that in most of the works
that use only observation and interviews, evidence was inconclusive about the validity of
the instrument [17], and this represents the urgency for a study like the one carried out
here.

2.2. General elements on the subject of function, its representations and its teaching
Knowing the different representations of the concept of function allows for the characterization of knowledge since it reveals the relationships among different representations and the meaning of mathematical concepts.
[18] defines a semiotic representation as “productions constituted by the use of signs
that belong to a representation system, which has its own constraints of significance and
functionality” (p. 39). Semiotic representations of a mathematical object or concept are
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totally necessary, since many mathematical objects are not accessible via a visual or other
type of idea that would facilitate their understanding [18].
Various authors have determined that the transformation of semiotic representations
is a process of cognitive complexity that guides the understanding of a mathematical content [18], in addition, it favors the understanding of concepts [19].
On the subject of functions, authors indicate that it is preferred to work with the algebraic representation [20] and that frequently the necessity of realizing the transformation of semiotic representations is not understood, specifically the transformation from
algebraic to tabular or graphic [21].
Therefore, it is important that preservice teachers master the semiotic representations
and the transformation among them, as this facilitates understanding. In addition, it is
valuable for teachers to face the execution and planning of educational practices related
to different representations in order to break with traditional schemes.
Regarding the difficulties in addressing the subject, the study of functions presents
obstacles in the teaching-learning process that are part of the pedagogical knowledge of
the content that teachers must acquire during their initial training.
A limitation in the teaching of functions is that, traditionally, exercises are performed
in a mechanical and decontextualized manner. Various investigations coincide that these
problems are due to the cognitive complexity of the content and inadequate pedagogical
intervention, which increase the degree of difficulty [21].
[22] summarizes the following difficulties for the learning of functions: “difficulties
related to the identification of what a function really is and the recognition that the sequences are also functions” (p. 3) and “difficulties to transcend the modes of numerical
and algebraic thinking” (p. 4). [22] adds that it is necessary to prevent the student from
losing the true meaning of function depending on the semiotic representation that student
uses. For his part, [23] considers that errors and difficulties in learning functions occur in
the following four areas: “not considering the domain and range of functions, a tendency
for regularity, a punctual approach (in graphs) and a separation between the graphic and
algebraic context” (p. 38).
[24] point out the existence of difficulties in providing an adequate definition of the
concept of function, since students focus only on the algebraic expression, forgetting the
domain and range, and according to[23], the above issues cause errors in the construction
of graphic representation.
Under the same perspective, [25] mention that students have problems understanding the relationship of the coefficient of the linear term with the position of the axis of the
parabola, nor do they relate the coefficient of the quadratic term with the information
provided by the graph. The authors add that problems are presented with greater intensity if the starting representation is a graph.
Future mathematics teachers are unable to convey a connection among the different
representations of the quadratic function, which makes difficult its study because more
extensive procedures are carried out than necessary [26]. Another situation that usually
occurs is that the relationship between the coefficient of the quadratic term with concavity
is taught as a rule, therefore making it difficult for students to understand the relationships between the main coefficient of an algebraic expression and its graphic representation [26].
Also, it is difficult to understand and imagine that the parabola extends infinitely and
confusion occurs with properties of functions and quadratic equations as pointed out by
[27]. In the study carried out by [28], it was determined that teachers perform better when
they change the register of representation of the quadratic function than they do when
solving real-world problems using the quadratic function; in addition, difficulty was
shown on conceptual understanding of quadratic functions.
From the above, it is understood the need to develop in future mathematics teachers
the necessary competencies to address problem solving and develop pedagogical strategies that respond to the attention of students’ errors.
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3. Methodology
The purpose of the present study is to characterize the technological, pedagogical
and content knowledge exhibited by mathematics teachers in initial training at UNA at an
early stage of training. For this reason, the study is framed in the naturalistic paradigm
since it contemplates approaching social reality, understanding and transforming it [29];
the research is framed within the qualitative approach, because “… it produces descriptive data: people’s own words, spoken or written, and observable behavior” [30]. Likewise, the investigation is carried out from an interpretive hermeneutical stance since interpretations are made on the information provided by mathematics teachers in initial
training.
The study had the participation of 27 students enrolled in the course, MAC404 Computer Resources, belonging to the study plan of the undergraduate program Bachillerato y
Licenciatura en la Enseñanza de la Matemática BLEM (2017) [translated as Bachelor and Licentiate Program in Mathematics Teaching BLEM (2017)], during the I cycle 2020. As criterion for selection, considered participants must have approved or be enroll in, during
the mentioned scholar cycle, the courses DEY402 Pedagogical models and learning theories and MAC403 Principles of mathematics II, since these courses are related to the bases
(principal domains) of knowledge present in the TPACK model and the subject of functions. In the present study, participant individuals are collectively denominated Mathematics Teachers in Initial Training (MTIT).
The development of the investigation began with a literature review that allowed the
recognition of the bases of the TPACK model in the works of the authors Mishra and
Khoehler; other studies related to this model were also searched in specialized databases
(i.e., Scopus and Web of Science). Bibliography was consulted regarding: teaching of
mathematics (specifically functions), semiotic representations, training of mathematics
teachers, use and importance of technologies in teaching, both nationally and internationally. Additionally, a short study was carried out on the instruction of teachers trained in
public universities in Costa Rica on the subject of functions, in order to have a global idea
of the context.
Categories of analysis were defined based on the forms of knowledge proposed by
the TPACK model: pedagogical knowledge (PK), technological knowledge (TK), content
knowledge (CK), technological pedagogical knowledge (TPK), pedagogical content
knowledge (PCK), technological content knowledge (TCK) and technological pedagogical
content knowledge (TPACK).
Along with this, the majority of investigations found and related to the TPACK
model focus on mathematical contents other than the subject of functions. For this reason,
international studies carried out by [13, 15, 31] served as the basis for designing a list of
units of analysis corresponding to each category and others were included from the literature review.
The units of analysis that were used to characterize each category (knowledge of the
MTIT in relation to TPACK) are presented below. These categories represent one of the
main contributions of the present investigation:

•

Pedagogical Knowledge (PK)
PK1. Selects aspects that influence the teaching and learning process.
PK2. Possesses knowledge of various methodological strategies for teaching and
learning mathematics.
PK3. Argues about the potential offered by the various methods and strategies available for teaching and learning mathematics.
• Technological Knowledge (TK)
TK1. Is able to solve technical problems [31].
TK2. Assimilates technological knowledge easily [31].
TK3. Keeps up to date on new technologies [31].
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TK4. Possesses knowledge of many different technologies [31]
TK5. Has had sufficient opportunities to work with different technologies [31]
TK6. Feels comfortable using technology.
TK7. Expresses that he/she often plays with and tests technology [32].
TK8. Possesses technical knowledge required to use technology [32].
• Content Knowledge (CK)
CK1. Provides an adequate definition of the concept of quadratic function.
CK2. Is able to find the algebraic expression that describes the presented situation.
CK3. Determines specific elements of the quadratic function.
• Technological Pedagogical Knowledge (TPK)
TPK1. Selects technologies that can facilitate the teaching and learning of the quadratic function.
TPK2. Reflects on how technology influences learning of the subject of quadratic
function.
TPK3. Adopts critical thinking about how to use technology in the classroom [31].
TPK4. Promotes learning activities wherein students manipulate technological tools
[32].
TPK5. Suggests technological tools that contribute to the development of knowledge
and skills relevant to the quadratic function.
TPK6. Represents real situations using software.
• Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK)
PCK1. Correctly interprets the elements of the quadratic function according to the
context.
PCK2. Designs activities on quadratic function that favor the conceptual and procedural development of students [13].
PCK3. Proposes activities that begin with general or simple aspects to later expand
into formal or more complex aspects.
PCK4. Clearly manifests the existing relationship between the representations of the
quadratic function.
PCK5. Understands the scope of teaching and learning of the subject of quadratic
function in secondary education (high school).
PCK6. Proposes to address the teaching-learning stages established by the current
study program.
PCK7. Is aware of the errors that students present regarding the understanding of
the quadratic function.
PCK8. Applies information associated with real life in the design of an activity [15].
PCK9. Designs activities where the different representations of the quadratic function
are used appropriately.
• Technological Content Knowledge (TCK)
TCK1. Possesses knowledge about technological resources that can be used to develop the subject of quadratic functions.
TCK2. Interprets the basic concepts of the quadratic function through a representation provided by software.
TCK3. Uses animations and graphic drawings to enrich his/her mathematical activity
proposal.
TCK4. Uses computer installed software for mathematical purposes (for example,
Excel, GeoGebra, RStudio, Sketchpad, Winplot, etc.)
TCK5. Searches the Internet for concepts or information related to the quadratic function.
TCK6. Considers that there are advantages and disadvantages in using technological
resources for teaching mathematics.
• Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK)
TPACK1. Effectively integrates mathematics, technology, and pedagogy in planning
an activity for teaching quadratic functions.
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TPACK2. Uses the most appropriate semiotic representation to teach aspects of the
quadratic function by means of a technological tool.
TPACK3. Possesses knowledge about appropriate technologies for teaching functions, how to use them and their influence on the teaching process.
TPACK4. Possesses the ability to use technological devices to measure students’ preliminary knowledge of mathematical content [32].
TPACK5. Knows how to use technological devices that allow identifying the difficulties presented by students in learning quadratic functions.
Once each category had been determined with its units of analysis, the construction
of three instruments for the collection of information was initiated, so that each question
would allow to analyze at least one unit of analysis. The first Diagnostic Questionnaire was
created to inquire about the technological and pedagogical knowledge evidenced by
MTITs and to learn about their general data; it consists of 17 questions where some are
adapted from the instruments used by [13,15,31] (Appendix 1).
The second instrument, Assignment of Mathematical Tasks, was constructed thanks to
the theoretical investigation carried out and is composed of different mathematical tasks
about the quadratic function that allow to evidence MTITs’ knowledge on TPACK. Two
contextualized situations are proposed denominated situation 1 and situation 2, adapted
from the material constructed by [33] for the course MAC403 Principles of Mathematics
II. This instrument allows MTITs to show their mastery of: official study programs, GeoGebra software, and quadratic function content. As a final activity, MTITs should pose a
situation to address this subject (content) using GeoGebra directed to a secondary education (high school) audience and also create the instructions to guide the student in the
development of the activity (Appendix 2).
In the third instrument Reflection on the Analysis of Instructions, each MTIT was assigned to reflect on the activity proposed by another colleague generated in the instrument
Assignment of Mathematical Tasks; by reflection is meant the creation of a comment with
justified ideas or positions to improve the quality of the activity, and to share the comment
in a forum created on a Moodle platform. This stage relates to TPACK knowledge because
MTITs must reflect on how the organization of the activity and the instructions created
may influence the learning of the subject (Appendix 3).
The instruments constructed and the units of analysis used in this work were subjected to a validation process with three experts in pedagogy, technology and mathematical content of functions; all have previously worked on knowledge organization systems
of mathematics teachers and didactics of mathematics. To carry out this process, validation instruments were constructed and applied in two stages, three months prior to the
application of the instruments; in the first stage, the units of analysis and the Diagnostic
Questionnaire were validated; in the second stage, the Assignment of Mathematical Tasks and
Reflection on the Analysis of Instructions were validated.
The examination of the collected information was performed following content analysis of [34] as this technique is characteristically objective and permits reproducing the
collection of information for data verification. In addition, the systematization of this technique procures to encompass the totality of the content studied. Furthermore, the study
of the collected information proposes to expand from the mere interpretation of the manifest content and delve into the social context from where the information is collected
[35,36].
Continuing with the content analysis process, once the system categories had been
established, tables were designed to show the relationship between the units of analysis
and each item in the proposed instruments. To ensure the validity of the results obtained
from the investigation, the triangulation method was employed. For the purposes of this
study, two of the types mentioned by [37] were considered: method triangulation and
data source triangulation.

4. Results
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The analysis of information is presented organized with respect to each collection
instrument and data is systematized according to each domain of the TPACK model.

4.1. Diagnostic Questionnaire
4.1.1. Technological Knowledge
The majority of MTITs expressed good self-perception of their TK in terms of assimilation of new technological knowledge (TK2) and comfort when using ICTs (TK6), which
indicates the existence of a positive attitude toward the use of technology. However, most
MTITs are in disagreement or undecided (option “N = Neither disagree nor agree”) when
specifying aspects related to: experimenting with technology (TK7), possessing the necessary technical knowledge to effectively use technological resources (TK8) and solving
basic problems in the technological field (TK1).
4.1.2. Pedagogical Technological Knowledge
MTITs express that the most appropriate software to consider in teaching and learning processes involving quadratic functions (TPK1) are YouTube and GeoGebra. It should
be noted that, although YouTube is not a technological tool created specifically for educational purposes, almost all MTITs rated it as one of the best options. Similarly, ten participants consider applications such as PhotoMath, Mathway or Socrative, Power Point
presentations and graphing calculators to be useful for teaching. Furthermore, most
MTITs do not know how to use software such as Winplot, Wolfram Alpha, RStudio,
Sketchpad and Mathematica, employed in current higher-level courses of teacher training,
which could explain their present lack of acquaintance.
4.1.3. Pedagogical Content Knowledge
Errors that can be found in the teaching and learning processes of the quadratic function, according to the criterion of MTITs (PCK7) are: 1) identification of the function criterion, 2) knowing how the graphic representation of the quadratic function changes upon
modifying coefficient constants a, b and c of the function criterion, 3) difficulty in the analysis of the quadratic function due to inability to solve second degree equations and 4) the
concept of function is not clear.
4.1.4. Technological Content Knowledge
As previously indicated, MTITs evidenced knowledge of certain technological resources (specific software or tools) that could be used in the classroom to develop the
subject of functions (TCK1). In addition, twenty-six MTITs stated that they use technological tools with access to the Web to investigate about mathematical content that they do
not know (TCK5).
The advantages of using technology in the mathematics class (TCK6), according to
the participants are: 1) facilitates the visualization of mathematical objects; 2) captures the
attention of students due to its versatility of use; 4) saves time and 5) diversification of
methodologies, among others. On the other hand, participants identify as disadvantages
(TCK6) the fact that technology can be a potential factor for student distraction and that
its incorrect application can hinder teaching and learning processes.
4.1.5. Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge
MTITs point to aspects where the implementation of ICTs can be influential
(TPACK3), for example, fourteen participants indicate that ICTs improve the visualization
process and facilitate the understanding of changing semiotic representations. Likewise,
five MTITs consider that a correct implementation of technology allows classes to be more
interactive, illustrative and entertaining. Additionally, they recognize that adequate technological implementation depends on the teacher’s execution.
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4.2. Assignment of Mathematical Tasks
4.2.1. Pedagogical Knowledge
The majority of MTITs (n>22) considered the main influencing aspects on the learning
process to be (PK1): 1) classroom condition (lighting, ventilation, appropriate seats, etc.);
2) assertive teacher-student communication and vice versa; 3) relevant teaching resources
(adequate and sufficient) and 4) teacher’s knowledge on the subject. In addition to the
above, MTITs mentioned that student attitude, the coexistence environment, learning
strategies, health and socioeconomic status, also influence the teaching and learning processes.
Regarding PK2 and PK3, MTITs argued that the pedagogical models that they would
use when teaching mathematics are: collaborative work (eight), constructivist model
(four), problem solving (four), cognitive model (three), a combination of pedagogical
models (seven) and lectures (one). In addition, in the instrument they mentioned some
benefits of using these models.
4.2.2. Content Knowledge
Only five participants provided a correct definition function (CK1) mentioning the
domain, range and criterion. The rest focused on the association criterion or included elements that are not directly related to the definition. In addition, seventeen MTITs were
able to correctly determine the criterion of a quadratic function (CK2) that described situation 1, and eleven participants identified images and their respective preimages within
the context (CK3).
Along the same lines, most MTITs are knowledgeable that the vertex represents the
extreme point of the function and of the relationship it holds with monotony and the axis
of symmetry. In addition, eighteen participants determined the domain of the function as
ℝ, of which only two provided the correct interval in accordance with the context presented in situation 2. Nine considered an unbounded interval as the range, while four as
bounded.
4.2.3. Technological Pedagogical Knowledge
It was observed that most of the participants managed to graph quadratic functions
using GeoGebra software. In situation 2, eight of the participants labeled the point on the
graph as “ball”, highlighted it with another color, increased its size, and even inserted
images of a ball and other elements (TPK6). In addition, most participants used quadratic
functions that adequately model the situation they proposed. Similarly, six MTITs suggested graphing a quadratic function with parameters and assigning sliders for each parameter to guide the deduction of properties between the graphic and algebraic representations.
4.2.4. Pedagogical Content Knowledge
Regarding the unit of analysis PCK1, MTITs were knowledgeable in: determining
images and preimages within a context (eleven), interpreting the domain and range of the
function according to the situation (twelve), interpreting the coordinates of any point in
the graph of the function (fourteen), and determining the axis of symmetry (seventeen),
although some participants gave the wrong interpretation of this.
Furthermore, according to MTITs, the approach to the subject of quadratic function
in tenth grade of secondary education (high school) in Costa Rica is taught superficially
and many MTITs agreed that it focuses on the analysis of the graph based solely on its
criterion (PCK5). Participants assure that to teach this subject in secondary education, they
would develop an activity, outdoors or inside the classroom, involving an experiment related to the function (thirteen); others say they would use software, mainly GeoGebra
(eleven); and a few states that they would first provide a lecture to assign practices (PCK6).
Regarding the design of the activity, almost all participants attempt to favor the conceptual development of the quadratic function (PCK2) in aspects such as: concavity,
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intersections with the axes, axis of symmetry, vertex, domain and range. However, only a
small portion of MTITs promoted the incorporation of the latter aspects in the procedural
development of this subject in their activities (the vast majority did so in a way without
order or a justified intention). Furthermore, only five MTITs posed questions that progressively increased their degree of difficulty with the purpose of generalizing concepts
(PCK3). Even though what was presented by MTITs is inadequate, it is evident that most
participants proposed non-traditional situations and chose quadratic functions attempting to adjust quite well to reality (PCK8).
It is important to indicate that nine participants request in their activity to explicitly
establish how the graphic representation changes with the variation of the values of the
coefficient constants of the function criterion, which is related to the proper use of the
different semiotic representations (PCK9).
4.2.5. Technological Content Knowledge
It was evidenced that twenty participants created a correct representation in the software to describe the context presented in situation 1; in the case of situation 2, all participants realized the representation of the parabola that describes the movement of the ball,
simulating the ball by a point that moves along the trajectory, although only ten MTITs
considered the correct function domain. In addition, MTITs utilized point animations and
image insertions in GeoGebra to enrich their representation (TCK3). It should be noted
that only eleven participants correctly interpreted the representation of situation 1 to answer a question related to the context. Likewise, for situation 2, only fifteen MTITs managed to relate the coordinates of a given point on the graph with the context (TCK2).
4.2.6. Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge
The TPACK1 unit of analysis is reflected in the activities proposed by seven MTITs
since they: 1) prepared a detailed technical instruction guide to allow students to work
with GeoGebra software, 2) employed a function that is appropriate to the proposed context, 3) formulated questions with clarity that allow students to relate the context with the
mathematical concept through visual support and software manipulation (graphic representation), 4) constructed exercises to evidence the relationships that exist between the
graphic and algebraic representations of a quadratic function and 5) formulated questions
to guide students to reach generalizations of the properties of quadratic functions. Hence,
there is explicit evidence that these MTITs attempted to favor the conversion between semiotic representations, which is related to the TPACK2.

4.3. Reflection on the Analysis of Instructions
4.3.1. Technological Pedagogical Knowledge
Fifteen participants mention ways in which technology influences the learning of the
subject of quadratic function (TPK2). For example, that GeoGebra allows to: 1) visualize
function related concepts, 2) motivate students, and 3) implement activities to explore this
subject. MTITs also recommended the inclusion of images, both in the illustration of the
problem statement and student instruction guides for performing software simulation.
In addition, seven MTITs evidenced this knowledge as they recommend: inclusion of images to guide students in the use of GeoGebra, elaboration of more specific instructions
regarding the use of software functions, and to guide the student to optimize the process
of deducing function properties (TPK3).
It should be borne in mind that, although the comments of ten and eighteen participants did not have the scope to be associated with the analysis units TPACK2 and
TPACK3, respectively, it does not imply deficiency of this knowledge.
4.3.2. Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge
Regarding TPACK knowledge, only three participants posted forum comments that
made possible to relate their knowledge to analysis unit TPACK1.
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For example, a participant directs his comments towards making an effective integration of mathematical content, technology and pedagogy, as he reflected on the quality
of the format, the presentation of the document and what this could involve at the time of
execution. Later, the MTIT reflected on the idea that the order of the document can influence its comprehension. The participant demonstrated his/her pedagogical content
knowledge by suggesting that the inclusion of images helps the student relate the situation to the mathematical content. Regarding TPACK knowledge, this participant proposes
to improve the visualization of the context (TPACK1).
It is convenient to specify that the evidence provided by the majority of MTITs, by
way of forum comments, did not permit to relate their knowledge with analysis units
TPACK2, TPACK3, TPACK4 and TPACK5. Consequently, it cannot be guaranteed that
the participants possess these forms of knowledge.

5.Conclusions
To achieve the first specific objective, a classification system of indicators was designed that allows the study of teaching knowledge through the TPACK model by means
of the compilation and analysis of works related to this archetype and the construction of
the state of the art and theoretical framework. Furthermore, a validation process of these
indicators was implemented, thus it has been verified that they really permit to evidence
the forms of knowledge that make up the model. In addition, for the process of establishing the units of analysis, issues such as the usual errors when approaching the subject of
quadratic function, the different semiotic representations, use of technology to develop
the subject, among others, were taken into consideration and this made possible to specifically adapt each unit of analysis to the context in which this research is carried out.
Regarding the second objective, it was possible to adapt an instrument that permits
to broadly analyze the knowledge of future teachers as proposed by the TPACK model in
relation to the content of the subject of quadratic function. It is necessary to emphasize
that this instrument allows to analyze the forms of knowledge proposed by the TPACK
model from three perspectives: the Diagnostic Questionnaire gauged the self-perception
of the various forms of knowledge; the Assignment of Mathematical Tasks provided information to analyze these forms of knowledge during the execution of various tasks
ranging from elementary procedures to more complex processes of the teaching activity,
such as the design of activities and instruction guides; finally, the Reflection on the Analysis of Instructions made possible to analyze knowledge from the reflective practice of the
teaching activity.
To accomplish the third specific objective, the information collected in the first and
second objectives was used. The main conclusions for each form of knowledge proposed
by the TPACK model are presented below.
Technological knowledge: It was determined that most of the participants have an
adequate attitude when using technology, however, they manifest insecurities about the
implementation of ICTs for educational purposes. It was concluded that the participants
possess the basic knowledge to manipulate dynamic geometry software such as GeoGebra
and educational platforms such as Moodle, which according to [38] are fundamental elements in the initial training of mathematics teachers. However, the information obtained
when reflecting on the implementation of the software in an activity for teaching the quadratic function was unclear and unfounded, that is, although MTITs possess knowledge
about its use, it was insufficient to create a specific activity, from a technological point of
view.
Pedagogical knowledge: It is concluded that these MTITs are aware of the importance
of developing and including pedagogical skills during their initial training, which is related to what is proposed by [7]. In addition, it was determined that participants know
about strategies for the development of the class that seek to emphasize the modeling,
construction and resolution of problems, which are processes proper of the development
of mathematical thinking according to [9].
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Content Knowledge: It can be assured that most of the participants understand the
different characteristics of the quadratic function, have the capacity to solve problems related to it and know how to algebraically manipulate the information to determine different elements. Nevertheless, it was observed that it is difficult for participants to delimit
this content knowledge to a specific context which is a frequent error according to [39].
Likewise, participants present errors when defining the quadratic function, since they focus on the function’s association criterion, which adjusts to what has been mentioned by
[23, 24].
Technological Pedagogical Knowledge: Although MTITs have knowledge and some
proficiency in the utilization of software such as GeoGebra, this is not sufficient evidence
to conclude that they can assertively integrate technology within mathematics classes, as
[40] stated. It can be concluded that MTITs are aware that the use of technological tools
influences the teaching and learning processes, which coincides with the ideas of [41];
participants indicated that it is of utmost importance to guide secondary education students in operating the software so that they can focus on developing mathematical
knowledge skills, an idea that is supported by one of the contributions regarding TPK
made by [32]. Nevertheless, there was little or no evidence on some aspects of TPK
knowledge.
Pedagogical Content Knowledge: It was determined that participants are knowledgeable about some of the difficulties entailed in approaching this subject; the most
voiced difficulty is the lack of connection between the semiotic representations of the
quadratic function, this agrees with the findings of [18,26]. Participants also mention limitations that coincide with those proposed by [24,28,42], regarding the study of this type
of functions. One conclusion of the present work is that, although the majority of the participants perform the correct algebraic procedures to solve a problem related to a quadratic function, a large number of MTITs present errors when interpreting the calculations
or elements of the function, which can be related to the techniques applied to solve problems in a mechanized manner so often promoted by teachers [20].
From the information analyzed pertaining to PCK, it was concluded that most teachers in training do not yet possess the ability to propose activities and create instructions
that guide in detail the execution of tasks (with or without technology), further, it seems
difficult for in training teachers to formulate questions to make the content accessible,
hence it is necessary to deepen this knowledge even more.
Technological Content Knowledge: It was determined that participants are aware
that the use of technological tools in teaching and learning processes offers many advantages, however, they know that their implementation entails multiple challenges for
institutions, teachers and students. In addition, MTITs understand that the incorrect use
of ICTs can hinder the teaching and learning processes, which coincides with the idea
indicated by [2,43,44]. Most MTITs have the basic skills to render representations for educational purposes in GeoGebra software. Also, participants improve the interpretation
of the elements of a function describing a particular context if they rely on a representation, nonetheless, a considerable number of participants showed difficulty in making the
correct interpretation (obstacle on the conversion of semiotic representations, mentioned
by [18,26,44].
Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge: According to the analysis carried
out, it was determined that few MTITs at an early stage of their training reached a certain
level of integration between the three basic forms of knowledge of the model (three participants). Likewise, most participants have not yet developed an adequate level of critical
reflection on the integration of all forms of knowledge involved in the TPACK model,
although this deficiency was relatively expected considering the academic level at which
MTITs are in.
It is important to highlight that in this study it was not expected of all participants to
demonstrate expertise on all forms of knowledge involved in TPACK.
Thus, the main conclusion of this work is that even though MTITs have already had
contact with courses related to general pedagogy, application of technological resources,
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and have studied the mathematical content, it cannot be ensured that their knowledge
allows them to have a complete vision about the integration of technologies as a didactic
resource in the teaching of functions.

5.1. Research limitations
It was not intended to generalize the results for all students of the Mathematics
Teaching BLEM Program at the Universidad Nacional (i.e., MTITs), although it provides
an overview of the knowledge that teachers in initial training possess at an early stage of
training at this university.
Another limitation of the study was the lack of specific information that relates the
content of functions with the TPACK model, since most of the investigations consulted as
bibliographic references focus on the subject of Geometry. In addition, the fact that there
is no prior research or diagnosis on the forms of knowledge possessed by second-level
(academic), in training mathematics teachers at the Universidad Nacional makes it impossible to triangulate the obtained results in greater depth.
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